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Launch of “OnAir” – Mobile Streaming Kit
The all-in-one kit crafted for livestreaming, vlogging and mobile videography

HONG KONG, 18 November 2020
Tech innovator GELID Solutions unveils the latest all-in-one mobile streaming kit. The OnAir is a
product of GELID Solutions LIFESTYLE product line.
The OnAir f eatures the ultimate solution to share your moments while you gather together with family
and friends, stop by your favorite café, enjoy sporting activities or live stream your travel vlog. The kit
comes with a set of professional accessories to best fit everything you need for mobile videography.
And you can stream with all major mobile devices: Smartphones, DSLR, action cameras and compact
cameras. For superb sound capture, the OnAir is equipped with the Shotgun Microphone that boasts
high sensitivity, high signal-to-noise ratio and wide frequency response. Thanks to the super compact
tripod and seamless mobile accessory mounts, you can carry the OnAir inside your pocket and set it
up just in seconds. The versatile Smartphone Holder grips your smartphone securely and ensures
broad compatibility with numerous smartphone models and types. The rechargeable low-power LED
Light and 3 swappable color filters also feature vivid lighting to glow up your videos. Additionally, the
Bluetooth™ Remote Shutter goes to help with remote control functions to operate your smartphone’s
camera apps.
“When it comes to mobile streaming, every detail matters. OnAir rolls out the all-in-one kit to support
mobile videography on each and every aspect, you can stream your stories effortlessly and anywhere
you want”, said Gebhard Scherrer, Sales Director of GELID Solutions Ltd.
The OnAir is available now and has a MSRP of USD 52.99 or Euro 44.99.
If you are interested in reviewing this product please email your inquiry.
For further product information please visit www.gelidsolutions.com
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About GELID Solutions Ltd
GELID Solutions Ltd. is a Hong Kong based company with Swiss Management. GELID designs and
manufactures thermal solutions, computer hardware and lifestyle products for IT professionals,
gamers and gadget lovers. www.gelidsolutions.com

